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AIC’s showed off their theatrical talents

in a play called The Down Payment

during the week of January 28th, 2019.

Overwhelming interest garnered several

showings of the play, and with good

reason; with its professional stage

lighting, sound effects, and costumes,

this play was one of the most well pro-

duced EOCI events in recent memory.

The Down Payment has very religious

allegory, which may not be for every-

one. However, even if the religious

beliefs presented in this play are not

your own, many of the themes and

conflicts are relatable - overcoming drug

and alcohol abuse, the adverse effects

of the gang lifestyle, rising above your

own pride, and not allowing greed to

make your life choices for you.

Although the subject matter was

serious, there were moments of comic

relief in some of the darker topics. Will

Cote’s portrayal of a drunk named “Jack

Daniels”, pictured top right, is one

example. Cote’s timing, or rather his lack

of timing, had an excellent comedic

effect that adds some ease to the topic

of alcoholism.

One of the more memorable perform-

ances came from Richard Brumbach.

Brumbach, pictured below, played “Mr.

Johnson”, an aging army veteran in a

nursing home suffering from diminished

mental capacities. Mr. Johnson believed

he was still fighting on the beaches of

Normandy, despite his advanced age

and current location.

(Continued on page 4…)

Lights, Camera, Action!

Stanger Davis and Will Cote

performing a scene together.

Brumbach performing one handed push-ups.
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Basketball Playoffs BeginSports News:

Basketball Standings

UNIT W L UNIT W L

F3 21 3 B1 27 1

G4 18 7 B3 24 4

G2 13 8 C1 16 12

F4 13 9 A2 12 14

H1 13 12 B4 10 14

E4 10 10 A3 7 15

E3 9 10 A1 7 15

G3 3 20 B2 6 18

E2 1 18

Out Of Conference Play

B1 8 1 Vs.

H1 1 2 Vs. B1

G4 0 2 Vs. B1

H1, G3, G4

G3 0 2 Vs. B1 *As of 2/1/19

The basketball regular season has come to a

close and the playoffs are here. From the

Westside, B1 and B3 have led the pack and

are positioned to meet each other in the

Westside championship game. On the East-

side, F3 has been dominant, but second

place G4 just delivered F3 a loss in our

Game Of The Month.

Game Of The Month:

On January 9th, G4 beat first place team F3

in a close 54 to 53 win. G4’s Craig had a

monster game scoring 17 points. He was

arguably the MVP of this game, especially

considering he pulled in 14 rebounds, while

the rest of his team had 17 rebounds -

combined. But Craig was not the only

reason G4 took the win, as Grinder scored

15 points, nearly 5 points higher than his

10.5 point per game average, and Schuitt

put up 10 points, slightly higher than his 7.6

point per game average.

Defensively, F3 had a better game than G4

as they snatched 7 steals compared to G4’s

zero steals. In fact, G4 had three times as

many turnover's as F3. So what won the

game for G4? Rebounds and high shot per-

centages. All around their team got more

rebounds and made a higher percentage of

their shots. The stats don’t lie on this one!

Assistant Coaches During Playoffs:

Teams may designate an assistant coach

(AC) during the playoffs when the head

coach is participating in the game. The AC

will take over all coaching duties for the

duration of that game. Please see your

housing unit bulletin board for more details.

In Black And White:

Provided by multi referees and staff

The essence of a good official is in the con-

cept of fairness and consistency.

 To be fair to every participant and to be

viewed as fair by the spectators.

The referee must be trusted to allow the

players to play by:

 Being accurate in his judgment and

understanding why the rule is written.

 Being an efficient organizer. Allowing

the game to flow and by directing it to

a conclusion.

 Being an educator - using the rules to

penalize the unfair.

 By promoting the game - allowing the

spectator elements to shine and the

players to entertain the public.

Good referees will use the rules to make

the competition a fulfilling experience for

all concerned.

Important Dates:

Playoffs start 2/4

All-Star games 2/17-19

Volleyball starts 2/27

Outdoor Soccer starts 3/2

“Greatness can be

captured in one word:

lifestyle. Life is God's gift

to you, style is what you

make of it.”

-Mae Jemison,

1st African American

Female Astronaut
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Change In Photo Ticket Process
Around The
Compound:

Recruiting Tutors!

Recently there were some changes made

to the photo process.

Photo Tickets are now being sold by

Multi. To purchase a photo ticket send a

CD28 to multi. The price is still $2.00 per

ticket but there is now a three-ticket

minimum. Don't forget to have staff sign

and stamp the CD28. Once the money has

been collected you will be called to

Multi to pick up your tickets. This

process can take 1 to 3 weeks. Please

do not send kytes until the fourth

week. EOCI tickets will only be good at

EOCI and there will be NO refunds.

Purchase accordingly. There will still be

double prints with each ticket. Reprints

as well as stationary, calendars, and

post cards are no longer available.

All other photo rules and procedures are

the same.

These changes have been made in order to

simplify the photo process. There will no

longer be a list for photo tickets. Simply

give the photographer a photo ticket when-

ever a photographer is available.

NEW: Level 3 movies

will now offer Cotton

Candy! Cotton Candy is

in addition to the 2

sodas, 2 candy options,

and unlimited popcorn.

Up to 2 bags of cotton

candy may be pur-

chased per person, at

$1.00 per bag. One

serving will be one

popcorn sized bag.

Make sure to fill out the CD28 correctly!

Tutors are needed in

the Education Depart-

ment!

All applicants undergo

a competitive applica-

tion process which will

include an interview

and training. Not all applicants will be

interviewed, not all who are interviewed

will receive offers to attend training, and

not all trainees will be offered jobs.

Tutor training is one week long and will

begin in May (subject to change). In order

to be considered, you must meet the

following minimum requirements.

Minimum Requirements:

At least 18 months remaining on sentence

6 months clear conduct with no DR’s

CASAS reading score of at least a 242

CASAS math score of at least a 236

Verified high school diploma or GED

Minimum of 6 months served at EOCI

AIC communications should be sent to Ms.

Reed in the Education Department by

Tuesday, April 23, 2019.

Late applicants will not be considered.

Bilingual encouraged to apply
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Around The
Compound: Lights, Camera, Action!

( . . . c o n t i n ue d f r o m pa ge 1 )

Several other AIC’s gave remarkable performances. Luis

Salas, pictured left, and Hugh Crow, pictured bottom left,

performed multiple scenes together. Crow played a

gunshot wound victim who was an enforcer for a

notorious (and fictional) gang, while Salas played an

trauma room doctor who knew Crow’s character from

the streets. Their scenes were arguably the most vivid of

the production.

John Woods and Jacob Pomerleau both gave notable

performances and Shahid Baskerville seemed to be the

most natural actor in the delivery of his lines. The entire

cast put on a stellar show. For many, it wasn’t just

memorizing lines and repeating them - they had body

language, mannerisms, and emotions to go with their

characters. Overall, it was a really impressive perform-

ance from everyone involved.

Congratulations to everyone who participated in the play

on a job well done. Cast and crew members included:

Manuel Andrade, Romil Arcinas, Kenneth Baker, Shahid

Baskerville, Thomas Boisclair, Jorge Bravo, Richard Brum-

bach, Robert Calvin, Will Cote, Robert Cox, Hugh Crow,

Stranger Davis, Shane Goins, Paul Hausman, William

Herzberg, Dustin Jamison, Jesse Jetland, Rodney

Maguire, Gustavo Martinez, Jeffrey Pierce, Jacob Pomer-

leau, Luis Salas, Bryan Simmons, Avery Simpson, Rian

Smith, Wesley Steggall, Daniel Strupith, Micheal Towai,

Christopher Trafton, Nickolas Vega, and John Woods.

Arcinas, Boisclair, and

Salas (pictured left to

right) perform CPR on

Crow (not visible).

Herzberg, Trafton, and

Steggall (from left to right)

perform a scene together.

Crow gives impassioned performance as “Enrique”.

Baskerville gives authentic delivery in

his performance as “Reggie”.
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Tax Returns While in Prison?
Around The
Compound:

Do I need to file a tax return

while in prison?

The Short Answer

Probably not.

The Longer Answer

As an AIC, you are subject to

the same rules for filing an

Oregon income tax return

that apply to people on the

outside—but only if your

gross, before-tax income for

the tax year is more than the

filing requirements set by law. Here at

EOCI, only for AIC’s who have OCE jobs

(call center, garment factory, or laundry)

is it possible to earn PRAS awards, mone-

tary pay, and bonus pay higher than the

minimum amount needed to file a tax

return.

A tax return may be necessary if:

 You worked part of the year and

were in prison part of the year.

 You received income while in prison,

such as retirement income, invest-

ment income, or alimony payments.

What is Gross Income?

Gross income is generally taxable income

(unless specifically non-taxable). It is all

the income you receive in the form of

money, goods, property, and services.

What About Taxable Income?

If money from any of the sources below

is added to your inmate trust account or

to an account in your name on the out-

side, it is generally subject to income

taxes.

Following are some examples of income

that could be taxable (IRS Publication 525

provides a full list).

 Employee compensation, such as

wages, salaries, commissions, fees, and

tips.

 Miscellaneous compensation, such as

bonuses, severance pay, and sick pay.

 Business income (partnerships, S Cor-

porations, self-employed).

 Unemployment benefits.

 Alimony received.

 Retirement income (distributions,

pensions, annuities).

 Investment income (interest, divi-

dends, capital gains).

 Gambling winnings.

 Some Social Security benefits. Note:

While the IRS may tax Social Security

benefits, Oregon does not.

 Rental property income.

What is Non-Taxable Income?

Again, these are only some examples. For

a complete list, write to the IRS for Pub

525.

 Veterans’ benefits, including disability

pay or pension pay for disabilities paid

to veterans or their families; veterans’

insurance proceeds and dividends; and

allowances for education, training, and

subsistence.

 Qualified combat pay.

 Government benefit payments from a

public welfare fund or entitlement.

 Child support payments you received.

 Medicare benefits.

Remember: If you are

going to file taxes, April

15th is the deadline.
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“Change will not come if

we wait for some other

person or some other

time. We are the ones

we've been waiting for.

We are the change that

we seek.”

- President Obama

Around The
Compound:

 If you had a job during part of the

year before your incarceration and

you didn’t receive a W-2, request one

from that employer.

 To file a tax return, get the right

forms and instructions (e.g., IRS Form

1040 and Form 40, Oregon Individual

Tax Return, 150-101-040) from a

trusted source. DOC and EOCI cannot

provide you with these forms.

 If you wish, you can entrust a quali-

fied person with your Power of Attor-

ney (POA), which would allow them

to file income tax returns for you.

 Do not fall victim to identity theft. Do

not disclose your Social Security

Number (or any other private and

sensitive information) to anyone you

don’t know and trust.

 The PRAS awards, monetary pay, and

bonus pay you receive for your work

assignment are generally considered

taxable income.*

* However, if you are required to file a

tax return, you cannot use your in-

mate earnings when calculating

your Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC).

Most inmates receive a 1099-Misc form

each year showing earnings for the tax

year. If you have not received a 1099-Misc,

you might not have earned enough for a

1099 form to be generated. If you have

questions about your 1099, send a com-

munication to Central Trust.

How To File Tips For Filing

To receive an Oregon income tax

form and instructions, write to:

Oregon Department of Revenue

PO Box 14999

Salem, OR 97309-0990

To receive federal income tax

forms and instructions, write to:

Internal Revenue Service

5045 East Butter Ave

Fresno, CA 93727

Nintendo DS Update!
With so many people signed up for game

night in card room it may take four nights

a week to accommodate everyone. The

Nintendo DS game nights started on

Wednesday, January 30th. If you are one

of the first on the list then you will have a

card room callout. Keep an eye on your

call outs!

There are 6 different games with around

5+ copies per game (there are over 30

games total). Games will be handed out

on a first come first serve basis. Bring

ear buds if you would like to use the

sound in your game!

Hopefully, this new game night will be

successful. Success will mean a possible

expansion of the program in the future.

There will be a 90 day rotation on game

nights. If you are scheduled for Wednes-

day nights, you will have a Wednesday

night call out for the next 90 days. Three

absences and you will be removed from

the call out.

&
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New Reusable Canteen Bags

Artist Wanted
We are looking for talented

artists who are willing to

demonstrate art on camera!

Requirements:

 Must have clear conduct.

 Must be able to produce original and

interesting artwork (no tracing).

 Be knowledgeable about art and able

to explain the techniques you are

using as you are using them.

 Must be able to communicate clearly,

either in English or Spanish (we will be

filming some videos in English and

some in Spanish).

 Be able to speak clearly and

professionally.

 Must be clean, well groomed, and

presentable for the camera.

 Must be willing to take direction.

Important Notes:

 Artists will not have creative control

over the editing and creation of videos.

You are the talent - So let us direct!

 All work is voluntary.

 Filming will take multiple sessions.

 We will use the videos at our

discretion.

We are looking to select only a handful of

artists. Selection will be made based on

talent, knowledge of art, availability, and

ability to create original art in front of a

camera. We will be reviewing interested

artists and filming over the course of the

next year.

If you are interested send an AIC

Communication Form to IWP. Let us know

who you are, what your style of art is, and

what you would be interested in showing

on camera. We look forward to hearing

from you!

Around The
Compound:

bags will be placed in a large plastic bag

near the officer station. The unit orderly

will account for the reusable bags and

then return them to canteen.

The denim bags are not for personal use

and you must return them after your can-

teen is put away. Paper bags for holiday

use (for the purpose of storing clothing

during the holiday spending period) will

be addressed at a later date. The canteen

bags will be washed on a monthly basis.

Canteen will be switching to reusable

denim bags for AIC’s to transport their

canteen back to the housing unit. This

change will improve our environmental

impact and reduce cost.

So what is the process?

After you purchase canteen and return to

the unit an adequate amount of time will

be given to unload your canteen. After

your canteen is put away the reusableCanteen bags will

come in Large,

Medium, and Small.
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PREA
Sexual abuse and harassment are never

okay. Tell Someone. GET HELP.

Call the Inspector General's Hotline:

1. Pick up a handset

2. Press 9 to leave a message

All PREA Calls are confidential.

Send a letter to the Governor:

Governor's Office, State Capitol, Room 160,

900 Court St., Salem, OR 97301

The Oregon Department of Corrections has a

zero tolerance policy for sexual abuse and

harassment. Your family can report on your

behalf by contacting the Inspector General's

public hotline at: (877) 678-4222.

El Abuso sexual y el acoso sexual nunca

son aceptables. Avisele a alguien. CON-

SIGA AYUDA.

Llame al Inspector General:

1. Al numero de ayuda:

2. Levante el teléfono

Todas las llamadas a 'PREA' son gratis y

confidenciales.

También puede reportar a la oficina del

Gobernador por escrito.

Governor's Office, State Capitol, Room

160, 900 Court St., Salem, OR 97301

Sus amigos o familiares pueden hacer un

reporte llamando a la linea del Inspector

General al 877-678-4222.

PREA Advocate:

You may also leave

a message with the

PREA Advocate or

write to her at:

Michelle Dodson -

ODOC PREA

Advocate

2575 Center Street

NE, Salem, OR

97301

Strategy Games Are Back

PREA:

Strategy Games are coming back to card

room! Game night will be on Wednes-

day’s starting February 1st in the East

card room. Westside Incentive Level 3’s

can participate, even though it is in the

Eastside card room. If you are interested

send your communication forms to:

“L. Halbert, Correctional Rehabilitation”

Games include:

Sheriff Of Nottingham

Shadows Over Camelot

Dominion

Pandemic

7 Wonders

Around The
Compound:
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Brain Food: The Inkblot of Slavery

Artist portrait

of Lincoln.

“Let us be practical and

ask the question. How do

we love our enemies?”

- Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr.

“All men are created equal,” proclaims

the Declaration of Independence, written

by Thomas Jefferson, a lifelong slave

owner. How can slavery be lawful in a

nation based on equality? This conun-

drum took a civil war to sort out.

Although today there are obvious and

simple conclusions which can be made -

slavery is bad, all people are equal - prior

to 1860 these simple conclusions were

not quite so easy for some to make.

Although the word slavery does not

appear in the original unamended consti-

tution, slavery was legally established in

several states, mostly in the south, as

state law.

In fact, President Lincoln, who regarded

slavery as immoral, did not start out as

an abolitionist (someone who supports

ending and outlawing slavery). Despite

the fact that Lincoln is the President who

freed all the slaves, he actually refused to

support abolishing slavery when he was

first elected. For example, during the

Civil War one of Lincoln’s Generals, John

Fremont, captured a territory in Missouri

and freed its slaves. President Lincoln

canceled the general’s proclamation of

freedom and relieved Fremont of his

command.

During the Civil War, many hard-line

abolitionists pressed for immediate

action and complete abolition of slavery

throughout the nation. Many felt that

Lincoln was avoiding taking the slavery

debate head on and did not like his

apathetic stance towards the issue. So in

1864, with the Civil War still raging on

and Lincoln preparing to run for his

second term, the Republicans nominated

someone with a strong anti-slavery stance

to run against him. They nominated Gen-

eral John Fremont, the radical abolitionist

who Lincoln had fired earlier in the war.

Lincoln ended up winning his second term

in office, but the message was clear. After

his win, the Senate spearheaded the

thirteenth amendment, which is still part

of the constitution today. Section 1 reads:

“Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude,

except as a punishment for crime whereof

the party shall have been dully convicted,

shall exist within the United States, or any

place subject to their jurisdiction.”

The amendment was initially rejected by

the House, but was approved several

months later, in 1865, at the end of the

Civil War.

And if you have ever wondered why Black

History Month is in February, it might have

something to do with the fact that the

thirteenth amendment, which ended

slavery, was signed by President Lincoln on

February 1st, 1865.

Although slavery had legally ended, the

struggle for civil rights and liberty was only

beginning for African Americans. For more

than a hundred years after, African

Americans were subjected to racism, Jim

Crow laws, segregation, and much more.

Segregation in schools didn’t even end

until 1954 (Brown vs. Board of Education).

Even today there are challenges through-

out our society and controversy exists. The

struggle to achieve the proclamation of

equality made in the Declaration of Inde-

pendence still continues on today.
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Bee Brain Food
Here are some fun facts about bees:

1. There are bees on every continent, ex-

cept Antarctica.

2. Bees flap their wings to cool nectar

once they get it to the hive, which

allows the nectar to thicken. They can

beat their wings 11,400 times per

minute.

3. The honey bee is the only insect that

produces food eaten by man.

4. Worker bees are female. They do all of

the work for the hive and they only live

for about 45 days.

5. Drones are male, they do nothing. They

cannot sting and their only purpose is

to mate. Once they mate they die im-

mediately afterwards. Without mating

they can live up to 90 days.

6. Queen bees lay 1,500 to 2,400 eggs per

day. Queen bees live 4 to 7 years.

7. Bees release pheromones to communi-

cate with other bees. Happy phero-

mones smell like sour lemons. Warning

pheromones have a banana like scent.

8. Bees must gather nectar

from two million flowers to

make one pound of honey.

EOCI will be getting a

beekeeping program later this

year. If you are interested in

being part of this program

send an application to your

counselor for approval. Please

see Channel 51 or housing unit

flyer for more details.

Honey has been used as a medicine for

centuries, due to its antibacterial, anti-

inflammatory, and antioxidant proper-

ties—all of which are related to the nectar

the bees gather, which can vary by plant.

Bees produce honey by mixing nectar,

which is a sweet substance secreted by

flowers, with bee enzymes. Honey is made

up of 35 percent protein, contains half of

all amino acids, and is a highly concen-

trated source of many essential nutrients,

including large amounts of carbohydrates

(sugars, some minerals, B-complex vita-

mins, and vitamins C,D, and E).

Honey is also used to promote energy and

healing. It is a natural antiseptic and

makes a good salve for burns and wounds.

Of course, it is also used for sweetening

foods and beverages. It varies somewhat

in color and taste depending on the origin

of the flower and nectar, but in general it

is approximately twice as sweet as sugar.

Besides making honey, honeybees are in-

credibly important to us humans. In fact,

pollination from bees is responsible for

one third of the human food supply.

Brain Food:

Pollination from Honey-
bees is responsible for
one third of the human

food supply.
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Health &
Fitness: Don’t Weight Until Spring

February is Heart Health month and

the perfect time to get back into fit-

ness after the Holidays. Maintaining a

healthy body weight during the win-

ter is important to overall well-being

all year long. Here are some tips to

help manage your weight:

Whey Lean:

Drinking whey protein be-

tween meals is a smart way to

enhance muscle growth and

also fat loss. Research has

shown that when subjects

consumed a whey protein shake within 90

minutes of a meal, they consumed less calo-

ries overall. This is due, in part, to whey’s

ability to boost hunger blunting hormones

in the body.

Not So Sweet:

Artificially sweetened drinks,

although low in calories, mess with

the brains ability to regulate calorie

intake, causing you to feel hungrier

than you normally would. Avoid

the diet soda!

Ice cold Aquaman:

German researchers have found that drink-

ing two cups of ice cold water boosts your

metabolic rate by around 30% for a short

period of time, causing you to burn more

calories.

Get Fat:

Certain fats (Omega 3’s to be specific)

actually promote fat loss in the body.

Feel The Need For Speed:

When working out, fast

explosive reps burn more

calories than slow reps. Fast

twitch muscle fibers are less energy

efficient and therefore burn more energy

(calories) from use.

Weights Then Cardio:

Researchers have found that doing cardio

prior to lifting weights can actually blunt

hormone production in the body, which

can slow muscle growth. However, doing

cardio after lifting weights caused test

subject to burn significantly more calories

compared to their counterparts.

Don’t Be A Couch Potato:

Research in Australia found that subjects

who watched more than 40 minutes of

television a day had larger waist circum-

ferences than those watching less than 40

minutes per day. Sitting for long periods

of time compromises the bodies ability to

burn fat.

Sleep The Fat Away:

The American Journal of Epidemiology

reported that subjects sleeping five hours

or less per night were one third more

likely to gain weight (30

pounds or more over the

16 year study).

But Not Too Much Sleep:

Research has also shown that subjects

sleeping more than 9 hours a night had

slower resting metabolic rates than those

who slept a normal 7-9 hours per night.

A study from Harvard

University has shown

that men who con-

sumed oatmeal daily

over the course of a

year weighed an aver-

age of 5 lbs less than

those who did not.
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Book Review: 5 Out Of 5 StarsInvisible Man by Ralph Ellison

wrenching and in other moments it’s

dazzling, powerful, and even hilarious. The

themes of the story go beyond the

obvious racial parallels that one might

expect from a novel like this. It follows the

protagonist from small beginnings in the

Deep South, to his college years, to the

streets of Harlem, a communist rally, and

eventually to a race riot. Every step of the

way the main character is confronted with

injustices both large and small, as he is

forced to reflect and reconcile on precon-

ceived ideas of who he is as an African

American man.

Simply put, Invisible Man is the story of a

man searching for his own identity. He

challenges what white and black men (and

women) believe he should be as an African

American man and pursues his own

individuality.

“I am an invisible man. No, I am not a

spook like those who haunted Edgar Allen

Poe; nor am I one of your Hollywood-movie

ectoplasms. I am a man of substance, of

flesh and bone, fiber and liquids - and I

might even be said to possess a mind. I am

invisible, understand, simply because

people refuse to see me.” - Ralph Ellison

Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison is the

story of an African American man’s

journey through life and his road to

self discovery during a tumultuous

time in the United States. At the very

least, Ellison’s story is a sobering re-

minder of the atrocities committed

in our country not all that long ago.

His story highlights the racial divide

during the 1950’s and 60’s with a fo-

cus on the nature of bigotry and the affect

it has on both its victims and perpetrators.

In the opening chapter, the nameless

protagonist narrates a story of his youth.

As a young boy, he and nine other African

American boys are paid to entertain a

group of wealthy white men at an event in

the Deep South. Entertainment for these

men consisted of putting the boys in the

boxing ring, blindfolding them, and having

them blindly swing at each other while

they place bets on who will be the last one

standing. The winning child receives an

extra $5 compared to the other boys. In a

second event, the boys are given the

opportunity to earn more money. Several

coins are poured onto a mat and the kids

gather around and attempt to collect the

coins. This proves to be more challenging

than it sounds as an electrical current is

running through the mat and removing the

metallic coins comes with a nasty shock.

And all for the amusement of these

wealthy southern men, who find torturing

and humiliating these young boys to be

entertainment. It is cruel, brutal, and

bafflingly offensive - and that’s just the

first chapter.

At points this novel is completely gut-

Ralph Ellison has been a

shoeshine, a hobo, a

waiter, a jazz musician,

a free-lance photogra-

pher, and an author. He

studied music at Tuske-

gee Institute from 1933

to 1936.
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Around
The

Compound:

Important Info: 2019 Working Postage Chart
Item # Envelope Description 1/27/2019 Rates Up To Number of pages Retail

1035
#10 Standard Enve-

lope $0.55 1 oz.

#10 size envelope + 5
sheets of writing paper

equal the weight limit of
one ounce. $0.64

1037 International

1 oz. Int'l
$1.15/ 2oz.

Domestic
$0.70

1 oz. Interna-
tional

2oz. Domes-
tic

International envelope + 4
sheets of paper equal the
weight limit of 1 oz for

mailing outside of the US $1.39

1065 Post Cards 5 pk $0.35 Per Postcard Maximum size 6" x 4.25" $2.60

1050 Post Card - Single $0.35 Per Postcard Maximum size 6" x 4.25" $0.52

1069
Domestic
6.5 X 9.5 $1.15 2 oz.

6X9 manila env. + 9 sheets
of paper, equal the weight

limit of 2 oz. $1.34

1072
Domestic
10 X 13 $1.30 3 oz.

10 X 13 manila env. + 15
sheets of paper, equal the

weight limit of 3 oz. $1.87

1077
1078
1079
1076

9X12
International/

Domestic

3 oz. Int'l
$ 2.71 (Can)

$ 3.64
(Mex) $4.16

(Aus., EU,
CN)

$ 2.65 Dom.
($3.29 All

others)

3 oz Interna-
tional 12 oz.

Domestic

9 x 12 envelope + 5 sheets
of paper equal the weight

limit of 3 oz.
9 X 12 Domestic env. +60
sheets of paper equal the

weight limit of 12 oz.

3oz Inter-
national

$3.21 Can-
ada

$4.37 Mex-
ico

$4.61 Aus,
EU,CN

$3.41 C.
America/

USA

1074 12.5 X 18.5 $3.66 3 oz.

12.5x18.5 manila env. + 18
sheets of paper, equal the

weight limit of 3 oz. $4.97

1075 Priority Mail $7.35 N/A

A flat rate priority mail en-
velope can be mailed any-

where in the US, regardless
of the wt. According to the

USPS, this envelope will
hold 2 lbs of paper

$7.85

Paper sizes and weights vary. This information is only to be used as a guideline.

6 pieces of the Writing Pad 8 1/2" by 11" wide rule paper weighs 1 oz.
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Super Bowl Sunday 2/3

National Black HIV/

AIDS Awareness

2/7

Level 3 Movie

Venom

2/16-17

Presidents Day 2/18

Hispanic Band 2/23

PRAS Awards 3/7

Level 3 Movie

Robin Hood

3/30-31

Level 2 Movie

Robin Hood

4/13-14

Basketball Playoffs 2/4-15

All Star Games 2/17-19

Valentines Day 2/14

Insanity Ends 2/15

Conbody Starts 2/18

Upcoming
Events:

Source Cite:

Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison

www.honeybeecentre.com

www.natgeo.com

Total Abs By the editors of Muscle & Fitness

“Untold Stories Of The Civil War” by Mark Johnson & Peter Dewitt

Cover page background art by Cabrera, Jorge

EOCI Newsletter - February 2019

Writing by Phillip Luna

Photography by Juan Sanchez and Phillip Luna

A publication of Eastern Oregon Correctional Institution, Pendleton, Oregon. Direct
questions and comments to EOCI Inmate Work Programs (IWP).

Friends and family can view The Newsletter at
https://www.oregon.gov/doc/OPS/PRISON/pages/eoci.aspx

Upcoming Videos on Channel 51:

 Basketball Games:

The Championship Games

 The Down Payment Filmed on 1/31/19

 Hispanic Band Filming 2/23/19

 Video Newsletter February 2019

Word Of The Month: Allegory

A literary, dramatic, or pictorial device in which each

character, object, and event symbolically illustrates an

idea or moral or religious principle.

Name That Newsletter!

For a long time now, we have wanted to name our newsletter. We are finally able

to do this and we need your help! Since our newsletter is written for inmates by

inmates, who better to name it than one of us! Send us your best newsletter name

ideas and we might just choose yours! If your idea is chosen you will receive a free

years subscription to The Newsletter and your name will live on forever as the guy

who named that newsletter!

Send your ideas on a kyte to IWP!


